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Language reacquaintance and Lutsi: An approach to revitalization for a fragmented language
Lutsi is a South Estonian variety spoken until recently around Ludza, Latvia where it developed
independently for several centuries. 1/12
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Lutsi was relatively well documented beginning in the 1890s and there exist several dozen hours
of recorded narratives as well as several hundred pages of texts and field notes. But, the scope of
these materials is still limited and as such Lutsi is a fragmented language.
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In the past, Lutsis called themselves Estonians and their descendants consider themselves
Latvians/Latgalians or Russians of Estonian descent. But that ancestry is what defines the Lutsi
identity and descendant community rather than a separate linguistic or ethnic identity.
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Language reacquaintance is a concept I'm developing for language revitalization geared
specifically for fragmented language communities like the Lutsis. The idea is to provide a
revitalization goal other than full language revival that seeks to strengthen community identity
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Presently, the most important thing is to keep the Lutsi identity alive and reintroduction of Lutsi
language to not just descendants but anyone interested in the community is a means to
accomplish this. It raises interest in this unique local identity and is also just fun.
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So, language reacquaintance can be seen as "language-revitalization-lite". In 2020, I published
my Lutsi language primer with this in mind.
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The Lutsi primer is based on my archival research of existing documentation. It contains a phrase
list, a topical dictionary of ~500 words for everyday life and nature. Both are meant to be easy to
use and to encourage readers to have fun and use a bit of Lutsi.
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The primer also contains example sentences, highlighting the 3 most important Lutsi noun cases
(nominative, genitive, partitive) and a grammatical sketch w ~20 verbs in present and past tense.
This gives more advanced students a chance to make their own sentences.
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Since language reacquaintance places the language in the context of where it was spoken in order
to strengthen community identity, I give information on the main villages where Lutsi was
spoken in the 20th century also with language samples documented there.
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The primer can be used by community members on their own or in a formal setting (school,
weekend classes, etc.). Successful language reacquaintance would mean 1) general awareness
of/about Lutsi in the community, 2) increased use of Lutsi in casual everyday contexts.
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Language reacquaintance provides a goal to work for (raised awareness of the language
strengthening identity), but doesn't have to be an endpoint. Once more basic language knowledge
exists if it leads to interest in further revitalization, that is a very doable next step.
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Language reacquaintance is especially suitable for fragmented languages, which are by definition
low-resource languages, as it allows a community to revitalize its language as much as is
possible and desired without the pressure of focusing on full revitalization.
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